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Art Journal Prompt: SELFIES 
Artists have been painting and drawing their self-portraits for thousands of years and photographing themselves 
as long as cameras have been around. Why is this? Because 
they think they are beautiful? Could be, but probably not. 
Because it was cheaper than hiring a model and they were 
always available? Most definitely, yes! Perhaps, it’s because 
they wanted to share with the world what they knew about 
themselves, and maybe it was also a process of getting to 
know themselves better. Over the course of a career, artists 
tend to produce many self-portraits. Looking at the 
progression of self-portraits of one artist or another, you can 
get a sense of that person over time and his/her 
development as an artist. 

 
“Selfies” are all 
the rage these 
days. Have you 
ever taken one? 
What motivated 
you to do it? And 
if you did, did you 
share it? What 
motivated you to 
do that? If you’re 
anything like me, I 
rarely look at a photo of myself and think, “Yeah, I love how I look in 
that picture!” But there’s something fun about taking and sharing 
selfies. Maybe it’s because of the spontaneity of the act, or the 
purpose: to share a little about where you are/who you are at any 
moment in time. Sure, there’s all sorts of “issues” that have arisen out 
of the “selfie movement,” but let’s look at the positives: selfies are 
intimate because they are typically taken at arm’s length and that’s 
pretty close up and personal, they tend to be positive because the 

ones we share have passed our own test of acceptability (although, that’s not necessarily true), they tend to 
project an image of oneself that we’d like to promote. Selfies can be seen as narcissistic, proof of our self-
obsessed culture. On the other hand, they can be seen as a document of our desire to share ourselves more 
openly with the world, and a continuation of a long-standing tradition in art. 
 
What do your selfies say about you? What can you find out about yourself by looking closely at a selfie? What are 
you willing to share with the world? And what about those selfies that don’t make the cut, the ones on your phone 
that you didn’t share? What do they say about you? 
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Where can I go with this? 

*Take some selfies with your smart phone. Print them out (on regular printer paper) in a range of sizes 
for your journaling. Choose one or two to use today. 

*Use one or more selfies on your page. Journal about what was going on when it was taken, or be more 
general. Write about who you are right now and/or who you were at that moment. How is this selfie 
empowering you and projecting something positive? 

*Get down into your body and just create your page with color and texture. Work from the heart. Keep 
the awareness of yourSELF at the forefront of your process. Add a selfie to your page at some point and 
keep the creation going. Take a step back and when you return to the page journal about yourself. See 
what comes up. 

* * * * * * * 

“Are we to paint what’s on the face, what’s inside the face, or what’s behind it?”   - Pablo Picasso 

When asked why she painted so many self-portraits, Frida Kahlo replied: "Because I am so often 
alone....because I am the subject I know best." 

 

        
  

Frida Kahlo Vincent Van Gogh 
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Vincent Van Gogh 

Rembrandt van Rijn 


